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Agenda

1. State of the market
2. Basic current policy regarding solar PV
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State of the market

Solar Industry Data: The Solar Industry is Growing at a Record Pace, the following section outlines those trends and trajectories in the solar industry that will demonstrate the diverse and sustained growth across the country.
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Solar as an Economic Engine
Nearly 260,000 American workers in solar – more than double the number in 2012 – at more than 9,000 companies

Image credit: The Solar Foundation

LET’S START WITH JOBS
When it comes to Solar as an Economic Engine, nearly 260,000 Americans work in solar - more than double the number in 2012 – and a 25% increase over 2015 (51,000 workers added).at more than 9,000 companies in every U.S. state. By 2020, that number will double to more than 420,000 workers. 2016 was the fourth consecutive year in which solar employment grew by approximately 20% or greater; at 24.5% in 2016, it exceeded each of the three previous year's 20% growth. (The National Solar Jobs Census defines solar workers as those who spend at least 50 percent of their time on solar-related work; 90% of the 260,000 jobs spend 100% of their time on solar-related work)
This information is from the Solar Foundation’s National Solar Jobs Census http://www.thesolarfoundation.org/national/ 2016, which found that the solar industry continues to exceed growth expectations, adding workers at a rate nearly 17 times faster than the overall economy and accounting for 2% (51,000 jobs) of all new jobs created in the U.S.The number of solar jobs increased in 44 of the 50 states in 2016, showing that solar industry growth is truly a nationwide phenomenon.
Most current data as of 5/31/2017
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Solar as an Economic Engine
Nearly 260,000 American workers in solar – more than double the number in 2012 – at more than 9,000 companies

Photo credit: SEIA

THIS SLIDE HAS THE SAME SLIDE NOTES AS THE PREVIOUS SLIDE. It is here in case you want to compare solar jobs to coal mining and oil and gas extraction jobs.
LET’S START WITH JOBS
When it comes to Solar as an Economic Engine, nearly 260,000 Americans work in solar -more than double the number in 2012 – and a 25% increase over 2015 (51,000 workers added).at more than 9,000 companies in every U.S. state. By 2020, that number will double to more than 420,000 workers. 2016 was the fourth consecutive year in which solar employment grew by approximately 20% or greater; at 24.5% in 2016, it exceeded each of the three previous year's 20% growth. (The National Solar Jobs Census defines solar workers as those who spend at least 50 percent of their time on solar-related work; 90% of the 260,000 jobs spend 100% of their time on solar-related work)
This information is from the Solar Foundation’s National Solar Jobs Census http://www.thesolarfoundation.org/national/ 2016, which found that the solar industry continues to exceed growth expectations, adding workers at a rate nearly 17 times faster than the overall economy and accounting for 2% (51,000 jobs) of all new jobs created in the U.S.The number of solar jobs increased in 44 of the 50 states in 2016, showing that solar industry growth is truly a nationwide phenomenon.
Most current data as of 5/31/2017
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U.S. Solar Market Annual Installed Solar PV

SOURCE: http://www.seia.org/research-resources/solar-industry-data
NOTES: As prices have fallen, installations have gone up. U.S. Solar Market Through 2016: Key Takeaways
• 14.8 GW installed in 2016

• 97% growth in Photovoltaic (PV) market over 2015
• Largest year on record, surpassing 2015; Q4 2016 largest quarter on record

• Over 42 GW of total solar capacity now installed
• CAGR of 59% since 2010
• Generates enough electricity to power 8.3 million homes

• Solar top source of new electric generating capacity installed in 2016
• Represented 39% of all new electric capacity added to U.S. grid
• First time solar ranks first; Natural Gas represented 29% and Wind 26%

• Solar prices dropped 29% from Q4 2015 to Q4 2016
• Price drop is seen across all market segments, led by reduced hardware costs
• Prices have dropped 67% since 2011
• Utility-scale PPAs now signed for $0.03 - $0.05/kWh

• In 2016, a new solar installation was completed every 84 seconds
• Now 1.3 million installations in the U.S.
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U.S. Solar PV Forecast 

Photo credit: SEIA

14.5 GW of solar are expected in 2016, Nearly double the 2015 total, and equal to half of the solar capacity online today. Additionally we expect to continue to see shift of 2016 utility-scale projects to 2017, 2018. Solar has reached 1% of total generation, this is Up from 0.1% just 5 years ago Additionally, it this number isexpected to hit 3.5% by 2020. For STATE-SPECIFIC DATA :
FL: Has 451 solar companies in state; has 686 MW solar installed, including 75,000 homes powered by solar: http://www.seia.org/state-solar-policy/florida For a nice handout: http://www.seia.org/sites/default/files/FL%202016Q4.pdf handout: http://www.seia.org/sites/default/files/OH%202016Q4.pdf
SC: Has 56 solar companies in state, has 119.1 MW of solar installed, including 13,000 homes powered by solar): http://www.seia.org/state-solar-policy/south-carolina
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SunShot Initiative Progress and Goals
The solar industry is more than 90% of the way to achieving the SunShot Initiative’s 2020 utility-scale cost target. SunShot’s 2030 goal is to cut costs an additional 50% between 2020 and 2030.

When it comes to Solar as an Economic Engine, 260,000 Americans work in solar -more than double the number in 2010. They are employed at more than 8,000 companies, and in every U.S. state. By 2020, that number will double to more than 420,000 workers.
This information is from the Solar Foundation’s National Solar Jobs Census 2016.
http://www.thesolarfoundation.org/national/
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U.S. Solar Market Through Q1 2016

Credit: NREL

U.S. solar photovoltaic costs continued to fall in 2016

According to the National Renewable Energy Laboratory report on U.S. PV system cost benchmarks, from the fourth quarter of 2009 to the first quarter of 2016The modeled costs to install solar photovoltaic (PV) systems continued to decline in the first quarter of 2016 in the U.S. residential, commercial, and utility-scale sectors. And that the continuing total cost decline of solar PV systems demonstrates the sustained economic competitiveness of solar PV for the industry across all three sectors.
(BOS= Balance of System)
SOURCE: http://www.nrel.gov/news/press/2016/37745
NOTE: GOAL OF CUTTING SOFT COSTS, WHICH INCLUDES DESIGN, DOES NOT MEAN CUTTING FEES. IT MEANS REDUCING LEARNING CURVE SO YOU CAN MAKE A PROFIT.
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U.S. Solar Market Through 2016

Credit: SEIA

Installed 14.8 GW of solar PV

In just 2016 approximately 14.8 GW of was installed. Solar installed in 2015 -19% growth in Photovoltaic (PV) market over 2014 Compound annual growth rate of 58% since 2010.
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What is one Gigawatt?

Enough to power 750,000 homes

1 GW = 1,000 megawatts; 1 GW is about enough energy to power up to 750,000 homes and is equal to about 2 coal-fired power plants.Housing Unit source for city-specific data below: https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/table/HSG010215/3651000,0952000,2507000,0820000,11 
(Orlando housing units 2010: 121,000+, so one gigawatt could power SIX cities the size of Orlando, PLUS surrounding metro areas). Also, it would require a little more than 12 GW to power ALL of Florida’s 9.2 million housing units.
(Charleston, SC housing units 2010: 60,000.  One GW would power about 12 and a half Charleston-sized cities.  Also, it would take about 3 GW to power all of SC’s 2.2 million homes.)

Source: https://suburbanstats.org/
1 GW is approximately 4.6 million PV panels (based on the average panel size of 295 watts) Source: DOE. https://energy.gov/eere/articles/how-much-power-1-gigawatt
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14.8 Gigawatts

About 30 Coal Fired Power Plants
Photo credit: NREL

Think about that for a second: 14.8 Gigawatts of power would be equal to approximately the same amount of power produced from 30 coal fired power plants. Enough to power 8.7 million homes!
Keep in mind that a standard coal plant size produces half a GW.   (For balance, it is also worth noting that a coal-fired plant can produce energy 24 hours/day, which PV cannot)
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14.8 Gigawatts

About 30 Coal Fired Power Plants
Photo credit: NREL

Think about that for a second: 14.8 Gigawatts of power was installed in the U.S in JUST 2016. Again, that is equal to approximately the same amount of power produced from 30 coal fired power plants and enough to power 8.7 million homes –installed in just one year.
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U.S. Solar Market Through Q1 2016

U.S. hit 1 million solar installations
Credit: SEIA

In Q1 2016

In Q1 2016, Solar installation in the United States hit 1 million (CUMILATIVE) solar systems installed, and this is expected to continue with as many as 2 million installs in just 2 more years.
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U.S. Solar Market Through Q1 2016

2 million MORE solar installations
Credit: SEIA

In 2017-2018
2

In 2017-2018, 2 millions more installations are expected. 
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100 GW by 2020 with ITC Extension

Photo credit: SEIA

A main point of this slide is that the yellow section (COM buildings) hasn’t shown as much growth as the other market segments – and that’s OUR JOB as designers. 
We expect the U.S. solar industry to install 14.5 GW of capacity by the end of 2016, which is nearly double the amount installed in a record-breaking 2015. Through the end of this decade, there will be robust growth across all three market segments, eventually reaching a 20 GW annual solar market.
Because of the extension of the ITC (FEDERAL INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT – more on this in next section) , the COM and RES markets will continue to grow. It’s a trend. (NOTE that utility growth is steady despite the fact that utilities do not pay taxes or take tax credit)
The cost to install solar has dropped by more than 70% over the last 10 years, leading the industry to expand into new markets and deploy thousands of systems nationwide. (Source: http://www.seia.org/research-resources/solar-industry-data)
A utility-scale solar facility is one which generates solar power and feeds it into the grid, supplying a utility with energy.More info: https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/what-does-utility-scale-solar-really-mean
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Growth in Solar led by Falling Prices

Photo credit: SEIA
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Growth in Solar is led by Falling Prices:The cost to install solar has dropped by more than 70% over the last 10 years, leading the industry to expand into new markets and deploy thousands of systems nationwide.
In addition, Solar prices dropped 3% in 2015 from 2014, and the Price drop accelerated in Q1 2016, down 12% y/yIn total, Prices have dropped over 70% since 2006, and Utility-Scale PPAs are being now signed for around $0.03 –$0.05/kWh
Moving forward, the SunShot initiative is working to decrease the soft costs of solar. (http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2016/09/f33/Revolutiona%CC%82%E2%82%ACNow%202016%20Report_2.pdf )
Although distributed PV technology has been available for years, falling prices over the last decade have unlocked its potential not only for the average homeowner but also for larger consumers like businesses and schools. Many installations are small enough to fit on a roof, but there is nothing tiny about distributed PV’s growth. As of the summer of 2015, there have been nearly 800,000 cumulative distributed PV installations. This represents almost 10,000 MW in capacity, which is nearly equal to the capacity of utility-scale installations. (GTM & SEIA. U.S. Solar Market Insight Report: Q2 2015. September 2015.) 
The cost of solar energy system hardware (i.e., panels, inverters, etc.) has dropped significantly, but the non-hardware “soft” costs of solar—such as permitting, installation, interconnection, and maintenance fees—remain a major barrier to greater deployment nationwide and can account for up to 68% of total system costs. (GTM & SEIA. U.S. Solar Market Insight Report: Q3 2014. November 2014. )
Even though module costs have been relatively constant since 2012, distributed PV prices have continued to drop, indicating that soft costs have been the major source of price reductions for the last two years. (Barbose, G.; Darghouth, N. Tracking the Sun VIII: The Installed Price of Residential and Non-Residential Photovoltaic Systems in the United States. LBNL, 2015. http://go.usa.gov/3SRz3.)
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Solar PV Price Breakdown

Photo credit: SEIA
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In regards to Solar PV price breakdown: The biggest cost-decline opportunity in the solar industry exists in soft costs, including design, labor, supply chain and overhead considerations. The U.S. Department of Energy is leading the charge on reducing soft costs, and SEIA and The Solar Foundation are working with cities and counties to streamline permitting processes and reduce local barriers to going solar.
Definitions:BOS=Balance of systemsPII= Professional Indemnity Insurance (for design professionals)Supply chain=the sequence of processes involved in the production and distribution of a commodity.
Q2 2016 Solar Market Update: Key TakeawaysOver 4 GW installed in 1H 201645% growth in Photovoltaic (PV) market over 1H 2015Q2 2016 was largest non Q4 everNearly 32 GW of total solar capacity now installedCAGR of 58% since 2010Generates enough electricity to power 6.2 million homesSolar prices dropped 18% from Q2 2015 to Q2 2016Price drop is seen across all market segmentsPrices have dropped 63% since 2011Utility-Scale PPAs now signed for $0.03 - $0.05/kWhThrough Q2 2016, Solar represents 26% of all newly installed electric capacityWith big 2H 2016 expected, could end year ahead of Wind, NG
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In Q1 2016, hit 1 million solar installationsWill hit 2 million installs in just 2 years(SOURCE: http://www.seia.org/research-resources/solar-industry-data)
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Residential & Commercial Installations as of 2016

Photo credit: SEIA
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Residential solar has benefitted from decreasing costs, increased competition, improved consumer awareness, and most importantly an influx of new capital that has allowed companies to offer a variety of financing options. 
The commercial market has success with large players like Walmart, Apple and Target, but challenges remain in providing competitive financing for smaller companies without credit ratings.
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Solar Resource & Policies

Solar insolation, or solar resource, maps are available from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, NREL, at http://www.nrel.gov/gis/solar.html
Solar Insolation is the amount of electromagnetic energy incident on the surface of the earth. Basically that means how much sunlight is shining down on us.
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Solar Resource & Policies

Photo credit: NREL

In this map, you can see the areas of the U.S. with the highest solar potential. Although is should be noted that all states in the U.S. are suitable for solar PV.
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Solar Resource & Policies

Credit: NREL

PV accounted for 7.4% of Germany’s net-electricity generation in 2016

INSOLATION - THE AMOUNT OF SOLAR RADIATION REACHING A GIVEN AREA
Here’s another way to demonstrate that it’s not the “sun” that determines where solar will be successful – it’s the policies…Here you can see the solar resource available in all U.S. states, and we can compare that to the solar resource available in Germany.
As a comparison, PV accounted for an estimated 7.4 percent of the country's net-electricity generation in 2016.The US has not even come close to reaching our potential, considering Germany’s annual solar resources are comparable to that of Alaska. Almost every region in the continental United States has greater average solar potential than Germany.

Info on Germany and Spain: http://www.seia.org/research-resources/solar-energy-support-germany-closer-look 
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Top 5 States - Solar Growth Rate from 2014 to 2015

Photo credit: NREL

Again, here you can see the top five states by percentage growth (compared to previous year) on the insolation map. Again, the states with the strongest solar markets are typically not the sunniest states. (2015 compared to 2014 rate of growth)ANIMATION SLIDE
In order:
1- South Carolina2- Minnesota3- Indiana4- Virginia5- Michigan
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Top 5 States – Absolute Growth

Photo credit: NREL

Here you can see the top five states by absolute growth on the insolation map. Here you can see the states with the strongest solar markets are typically not the sunniest states. They are the states with the best policies – we’ll talk about what those policies are in a moment. The point is… if these states that aren’t even in the sunbelt can do this well, so can YOUR state. In the CA market, only 25 firms have captured this market; in NJ there are 20 firms that have. This is your opportunity to capture it in your state. Take advantage of the untapped market. Where’s your state’s wedge, who will claim it first? And YOU can capitalize on this opportunity and profit as the market expands – this is YOUR opportunity to create. Someone is going to – will it be you?
ANIMATION SLIDE
In order:
1- California2- New York3- Massachusetts4- Maryland5- Connecticut
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Other Issues to Watch
• Access to capital
• Workforce Development

– Industry will double number of employees over five years
– Committed to hiring 50,000 veterans by 2020

• Technology Advances
– Storage, Electric Vehicles, Continued Price Declines

Credit: SEIA

ACCESS to CAPITAL – the primary reason the residential market has grown faster than the commercial market
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT - includes THIS training for design professionals.
For a state-specific job info from U.S. DOE: https://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2017/01/f34/2017%20US%20Energy%20and%20Jobs%20Report%20State%20Charts%202_0.pdf
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Basic policy regarding solar PV

CUSTOMIZE this section for each city / state
Net Metering and tariffs affect the cost structure; policies have changed over the years and fluctuates. The message is “state policy doesn’t stay the same” (this message can be the entry to the Policy section”). 
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Net Energy Metering (NEM)

Photo credit: CSE

This digital meter runs in both directions to accommodate electricity generated at this customer’s home. 
Net Energy Metering, NEM, is the most common tool that provides value to the customer via credits received up to the full retail electric rate.  Credits are accrued and banked for the purposes of offsetting usage during the evenings and when the sun is not shining and have the ability to be rolled over on a month to month basis for up to a year. NEM rules and rate vary by state and sometimes by utility territory.  Net-metering policies to give customers financial credit for the solar power they pump into the grid are considered vital incentives for buying and installing solar panels. With some exceptions though, the report notes that Texas as a whole has no traditional net-metering policies. The report does cite the service territory of El Paso Electric for allowing net metering.
FLORIDA: Regulatory policy applicable to all utilities in FL. The Florida Public Service Commission (PSC) adopted rules for net metering and interconnection for renewable-energy systems up to 2 MW in capacity for investor owned utilities and also requires municipal utilities and electric cooperatives to offer net metering without stipulating standards. Net metering is available to customers who generate electricity using solar energy, geothermal energy, wind energy, biomass energy, ocean energy, hydrogen, waste heat or hydroelectric power.
Utilities must file annual reports with the Florida PSC indicating the number of customer-generators and the size, type and location of their renewable energy systems, the aggregate capacity of net-metered generation, the amount of energy delivered to and generated from interconnected customers, and the total energy payments made to interconnected customers. These reports are available http://www.psc.state.fl.us/Error/Error404?aspxerrorpath=/utilities/electricgas/customerrenewable/index.aspx.
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Value of Solar Tariff (VOST)

Photo credit: EnergySage

This type of valuation of solar mechanism is specifically divorced from the retail rate (unlike NEM which is valued based on the retail rates) and instead provides value based on the attributes of the solar generation.  Specific aspects may include: 
• avoidance of electricity purchases from dirtier sources of power
• avoiding infrastructure upgrades such as new distribution and transmission lines and centralized power plants
• Providing consistent source of clean energy for the lifespan of the PV system

1.24.17:Austin Energy current VOS= 10.6 cents per kWh (retail cost of elect typ res customer 10.8 cents, but it's tiered)
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Consumption/Production Patterns by Month
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This graph shows a building's consumption and the solar system’s production throughout the year. A solar PV system is sized to meet the annual consumption, as the energy use may vary throughout the seasons. When the system produces more energy than the building consumed, the utility account will receive a credit that can be applied to another month in the year. If a system is sized correctly, the total production should not be greater than the consumption. 
Without NEM, a battery system would be needed to store the excess energy during the daytime. 
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Solar Renewable Energy Credits (SRECs)

Photo credit: SREC Trade

SRECs: these environmental commodities have the ability to be traded within markets that have predetermined values set for SRECs.  The SREC commodity only represents the clean or solar part of the kWh generated from an eligible facility.  These markets are typically state driven and are found to be more robust on the East Coast.
SRECs can be claimed by the system owner, which can be the building owner or a lease or power purchase agreement company. SRECs can help shorten the payback period and provide revenue after the system is paid off.
RPS = Renewable Portfolio Standard
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2018 Model Building Code
Will allow renewable energy to replace insulation, but should it?

SPEAKERS: This slide may generate some debate. Be well prepared to teach the perspective below.
Home Energy Rating System (HERS) added in to residential energy code in 2015 as alternative compliance path called Energy Rating Index.
The Energy Rating Index (ERI) path allows renewable energy to replace insulation. The energy code has historically been designed to maximize the energy efficiency of a structure. Allowing the generation of renewable energy to offset energy consumption means that homes can be code compliant even if they use more energy. While one may think “what does it matter, if the energy is coming from the sun anyway?”, it’s not that simple: (1) solar photovoltaic (PV) panels don’t last as long as wall insulation; (2) solar PV panels can be removed by future owners; (3) solar PV panels are themselves energy-intensive to produce. Overall, the code should focus on assuring energy efficiency rather than allowing PV to offset that basic minimum goal.
Adoption of the 2015 and 2018 IECC may well drive PV deployment in residential construction, but it’s worth keeping an eye out to make sure that it is not happening at the cost of basic EE.
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2018 Model Building Code
Will allow renewable energy to replace insulation, but should it?
• PV panels can be removed by future owners
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2018 Model Building Code
Will allow renewable energy to replace insulation, but should it?
• PV panels can be removed by future owners
• Ceiling and wall insulation last more than 30 years and should not be compromised
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2018 Model Building Code
Will allow renewable energy to replace insulation, but should it?
• PV panels can be removed by future owners
• Ceiling and wall insulation last more than 30 years and should not be compromised
• The greater the energy efficiency in building shells - the fewer PV panels are needed

(Lowering the cost for adding solar!)

IN SHORT:
The addition of PV panels should not result in lower building efficiency
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Summary: Opportunity Abounds
• Cost of solar PV has dropped by more than 70%
• Soft costs make up the largest portion of the cost breakdown and the SunShot Initiative is aiming to decrease them
• In 2017-2018, 2 million installations are expected
• Sunlight isn’t what determines solar growth rate – policies matter more
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Quiz & Discussion
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Question 1
The number of solar PV installations is expected to increase by what percentage in 2017-2018?
a) 25%
b) 50%
c) 100%
d) 200%

Correct answer b) the solar PV market growth rate in 2016 is expected to be between 25%-50%
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Question 1
The number of solar PV installations is expected to increase by what percentage in 2017-2018?
a) 25%
b) 50%
c) 100%
d) 200%

Correct answer b) the solar PV market growth rate in 2016 is expected to be between 25%-50%
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The fastest growing PV markets are in the sunniest U.S. States.
a) True
b) False

Question 2
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The fastest growing PV markets are in the sunniest U.S. States.
a) True
b) False

Question 2
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Net energy metering offers what opportunity to consumers?
a) Lower conventional energy costs from the utility
b) Ability to balance electricity consumption and production patterns
c) Solar renewable energy credits (SRECS)
d) None of the above

Question 3
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